
Bike Guest Intake Form
Please be sure that the information you provide is as accurate and complete as possible. You may expect a

follow up email or phone call from us to evaluate anything that could impact your experience on the trip.

1. Name of Person Completing Form:

2. Trip: Launch Date: Group Name (if applicable):

3. Trip Notes: (E.g. Interest in hiking, geology, etc...  “None” is ok too!)

4. Travel Notes: (How are you traveling to the meeting point & lodging/camping the night prior?) Please
note, traveling the morning of your trip is not a legitimate option. You are required to attend a 7PM pre-trip
meeting the evening prior to departure.

5. Name                                   Age Wgt       Hgt      Inseam*

*necessary if renting a bike



6. Rental Notes: (What rental equipment do you need from us?)

PLEASE NOTE: Bike trips apply an 8.25% sales tax to your total balance. This includes rental gear additions.

We offer various sleeping rentals that are priced per-person: Our basic sleeping kit includes a sleeping bag,
sleeping pad, small pillow, rain gear, & plastic mug for $50.00; or, the same basic sleeping kit plus a two-person
tent for $75.00. A  2-person tent is $40.00. A paco pad is $20. A combined pad & tent is $50.

Rental bikes cost $220 for the trip. Our rental bikes are Specialized full suspension. They come with platform
pedals, one water bottle cage and a helmet. You are welcome to bring your own shoes and pedals if you prefer
clipless. You can also bring your own helmet if you prefer.

7. Dietary Notes: Please note that although we are able to accommodate a variety of specific dietary

restrictions, it is important to recognize the limitations of a backcountry kitchen. If you indicate a particular

dietary restriction we will pack food accordingly and you cannot change your mind once the trip has been

packed. (e.g., if you say you're vegetarian, we will not pack salmon or steak for you)

a. Do you have any dietary restrictions? (If you are gluten free please specify celiacs vs

non-celiacs.)

b. Do you have allergies to any foods? (Please specify the severity - anaphylactic vs

non-anaphylactic.)



8. Medical Notes: It is imperative that you disclose any physical or mental conditions or limitations that you

have. Our trips take us into wilderness areas where definitive medical care may be hours or even days away.

Failure to disclose medical conditions can affect the safety and well-being of everyone on your trip, or your

ability to participate.

The following are examples of medical conditions that may pose significant risks:

-          Heart conditions

-          Diabetes

-          Anything that affects your ability to breath, such as COPD or asthma, or serious allergies

-          Anything that affects your mobility, such as Parkinson’s, vertigo, or recent injuries

-          Mental instability such as dementia

Do you have any medical conditions?

9. Physical/Mental Requirements: Please read the following list of basic physical requirements to go on a bike

trip and initial that you meet these requirements. If you are unable to meet 1 or more of these requirements,

or have questions, please contact our office. (801) 266-2087

● Must be capable of biking 4-6 hours per day and covering 20-30 miles on unpaved trails/roads
(which is more physically challenging than paved road riding)

● Must be able to ride (or walk a bike for short sections) on trails/roads that may include loose
rocks, sand, mud, rock ledges, gravel, steep climbs and descents

● Must be prepared to ride in all kinds of weather, including (but not limited to) strong wind, rain,
cold and hot temperatures

Initial ___________

10. Code of Conduct: Please confirm that you have read and agree to the Holiday River Expeditions code of
conduct. (the code can be found attached to your confirmation packet e-mail or on our website at:
www.bikeraft.com/code-of-conduct/ )

Initial __________

https://www.bikeraft.com/?page_id=39069&preview=true

